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A. Prgram DbjeCtives itc , - , , )

i) The contribution of tidally induced residual currents
over strong bathymetry within wide coastal sea straits to low
frequency circulation and barotropic vorticity generation. :j

ii) A study of subinertial topographic wave motion in wide
stratified channels. ,

iii) A study of the three dimensional structure of residual
motion near a coastal promotory or island cape. . .

B. Statement of Accomplishments

i) Field ProgCam: The Institute of Ocean Sciences (IOS)
conducted an extensive field program in Dixon Entrance and
northern Hecate Strait at the Alaskan-British Columbian border
during the perioy April 84 - April 85. The experiment consisted
of 12 months of current measurements with 59 meters on 22 taut
moorings, sea level and bottom pressure measurements at 11
locations and wind measurements at several locations.
Hydrographic data)(CTD and continuous surface temperature and
salinity) 4aere gathered on quarterly array servicing cruises.
Satellite thermal IR data were gathered at the Univ rsitj of
British Columbia's Remote Sensing facility. These data'were
analyzed -t IOS,/and 't w*4' utsed for model hypothesis testing and
verification-by Bowman and Wilson.-
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ii) Physics of Tidal Residual Eddies in Wide Coul2ed
Straits: We investigated the tidal dynamics of two wide coastal
sea straits of different depths, coupled at right angles and with
two openings to the sea. In particular we studied vorticity
generating mechanisms responsible for a mesoscale tidal residual
eddy previously observed in a large hydraulic model of the
experimental area. This "observed" eddy is a cyclonic, basin
wide (50-60 km diameter in nature) residual circulation centered
alMost &quidistant between the inner corner of the straits
junction and the opposite shore of the deeper strait. It is best
described as a "sidewall eddy" due to the combined effects of
bathymetric and coastline features. We applied a fully non-
linear, vertically averaged numerical model to various idealized
representations of the region. Since the hydraulic model did not
include Coriolis effects, our numerical models were run both with
and without Coriolis force as a diagnostic tool in investigating
the eddy dynamics.

Numerical simulations of tidally induced vorticity using a
large grid (4 n. miles) and including only the coarsest
bathymetric and coastline features, have shown that residual eddy
circulation of the appropriate sense, scale, and location as
those observed may be induced by a bimodal bathymetry
distribution within two straits which are connected at right
angles. Introduction of a more realistic bathymetry and
coastline during a second set of simulations, moves the center of
the eddy closer to that observed. The effects of Coriolis on the
eddy is apparently marginal.

iii) Motivated by observations, we developed a numerical
description of free subinertial trapped topographic waves in
channels with variable topography and surface intensified
stratification. A numerical model has been developed which is
based on the linearized quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity
equation (Koutitonsky and Wilson, 1987).

iv) In collaboration with R.E. Thomson of IOS we have
analyzed A-very comprehensive data set consisting of current
meter, drifter and hydrographic data in the vicinity of Cape St.
James at the mouth of Hecate Strait. We have developed a
nonlinear three dimensional numerical model and applied it to a
description of the residual flow in the vicinity of the Cape
(Thomson and Wilson, 1987; Wilson and Thomson, 1987).

v),f-induced Coastal Eddy lEa ig: The trapping of a
recurrin mesoscale (dia. - 100-150 km) anticyclonic eddy east of
Cook Strait, New Zealand was investigated with the Nof Theory of

F -induced coastal trapping.
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This showed that, for parameter values typical of the eddy,
that an alongshore coastal current of the range 2-10 cm s-1 would
be sufficient to arrest and trap the eddy (see attached reprint
for further details).
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,) On the #-Induced Coastal Trapping of a Baroclinic Eddyt

MALCOLM J. BOWMAN

Marine Sciences Research Center. State Universuy of New York. Stony Brook. NY 11794

22 October 1984 and 12 February 1985

ABSTRACT

A recumng mesoscale (diameter 100-150 kin) baroclinic anticyclonic eddy lies proximate to the shelf
break of the southeastern coast of the North Island of New Zealand near Cook Strait. Its appearance and
persistence is interpreted in terms of a trapping mechanism sugested by Nof, which consists of an eddy-
integrated dynamical balance formed between the $-induced equatorward force and a poleward directed
pressure gradient attributed to an opposing southward flowing barotropic coastal current. For parameter
values typical of the eddy, calculations show that alonphore coastal flows within the East Cape Current in
the range of 2-10 cm s-' would be suicient to arrest and trap the eddy.

1. Introductio critical speed V. This speed is shown to be proportional
to 1, the inclination of the coastline with respect toThe existence of an apparently persistent coastally the east-west direction, the coefficient of (linear)

trapped mesoscale eddy (diameter - 100 kin) lying bottom friction of the coastal current, and the size of

adjacent to the cast coast of New Zealand near Cook the eddy.

Strait (Fig. 1) is investigated in this note. The eddy it is assumed that the eddy has as its source the

appears wedged between the coast (which has a very East Cape Current, since the water within the eddy
narrow shelf, -6.5 kin) and the southern arm of the core is formed of water of subtropical origin. The
coastal component of the poleward flowing East Cape ring is surrounded by cooler Southland Current water
Current which turns abruptly seaward and northeast-wardnea th laitue o th edy (ig.2).originating below the subtropical convergence (Fig.
ward near the latitude of the eddy (Fig. 2). 2). Sdubbundhit and Gilmour (1964), Garner (1967)
The eddy dynamics are interpreted in terms of a and Heath (1968, 1972, 1975) found evidence of

balance between the equatorward #-induced eddy similar mesoscale eddies lying two to three degrees
force and the alongshore pressure gradient attributed east of our observations. Heath (1975) also suggested
to the (assumed barotropic) coastal component of the that, from time to time, smaller eddies are shed from
East Cape Current. An application of Nofs (1984) instabilities in the East Cape Current as it abruptly
frictionless, reduced-gravity, one-layer nonlinear an- turns east near 42*S.
alytical model gives reasonable results. He considers It is thought that eddies are shed from instabilities
isolated anticyclonic eddies of lens shape whose depth at the southern end of the East Cape Current as it
is zero around their perimeter. Thus the edge repre- turns abruptly eastward, which then drift with a
sents a discontinuity in density, the radial gradient in westward component (McWilliams and Flied, 1979;
tangential swirl velocity, potential vorticity, and per- Meid and Lindermann, 1979; Nof, 1981) toward the
haps the velocity itself. By integrating the equations New Zealand landmass. Then the 0-induced eddy

of motion over the eddy and using a perturbation force initiates an alongshore translation equatorward.
scheme in = trolfo, the ratio of the variation ofthe But as the eddy migrates along the coast, it moves
Coriolis parameter over the radius ro of the eddy to into the opposing coastal component of the East
its mean value Jo, he was able to compute the Cape Current until its drift is eventually arrested.
westward migration of both linear and nonlinear This trapping could presumably be accomplished by
eddies provided that some basic properties are known form drag imposed on the eddy by the underlying
a priori (viz., the maximum depth, diameter, density current, although Nof (1984) hypothesized that the
deficit ant swirl velocity distribution). Nof finds that eddy glides frictionlessly up the steadily increasing
a thin lenslike eddy adjacent to a western boundary alongidesufce slp he diy increntcan eman ina fxedposiionif he lngsore alongshore surface slope (which drives the currentcan remain in a fixed position if the longshore against bottom stress) until its migration is arrested.
poleward current, in which it is immersed, flows at a

2. Observations

$ Contribution Number 465 of the Marine Sciences Research The repeated appearance, in many remotely sensed
Center, State University of New York-Stony Brook. thermal IR images, of a persistent warm-core ring in

C 1935 American Meteorological Society
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30" 7WlFtc. i. NOAA-6 thermal IR imap. 3 May 1980. of' the anticyclonic eddy lying to the southeast of' Cook Strait(which separates the two main islands of' New Zealand). The arrows depict the direcion or circulation around theeddy and in the intermingling warm and cold intrusions to the east at the subtropical cornvergence (E-edy; C-
clouds; SC:'-subtropical convergence).

a fixed location off the southeastern tip of the North clonic eddies along the North Island east coast. ItIsland (Fig. I) suggests a trapping mechanism that is would appear that there is a smaller anticyclonicsufficiently stable to allow the eddy to remain quasi- eddy off" the southeastern tip of the North Islandstationary for extended periods of time (e.g.. Bowman (centered at station D 856) in the same location aset at.. 1982: 60; Bowman et at.. 1983a: Figs. 10, I I; the one depicted in Fig. I. A vertical section wasE. Barnes, personal communication, 1984). constructed through the 1969 eddy and the southernFigure 3 presents 200 m horizontal temperature arm of the East Cape Current to investigate thecontours (which are also assumed to follow geostrophic vertical extent of these features (Fig. 4). The verticalstreamlines) derived from a hydrographic survey made axis of the Cook Strait eddy appears tilted near thein February and March 1969 (Heath, 1975). This surface and may have significant structure down to
diagram was chosen for its similarity to the surface at least 400 m.
temperature patterns suggested in the satellite image
of Fig. I (for which there are no contemporaneous I. ynlamicshydr'ographic data). The East C:ape C:urrent exhibits Nof (1981) investigated the nonlinear 0-inducedconsiderable meandering as a series of large anticy- translation of a thin isolated baroclinic eddy set in a
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Zealand. showing the assumed path of various coastal currents similarities with surface-temperature gradients illustrated in Fig. 1.
based on historical hydropraphic data (e.g.. Brodie, 19. Garner.
1969; Heath. 1972. 1975). It is thought that the Cook Strait eddy
is shed from the East Cape Current at -42*S, drifts westward to2
the edge of the continental shelf and then northeastwards until it Ve /r + joy. = g'dh/dr
encounter and is arrested by the coastal component of the East sbtiue frmE.3)i olwsht
Cape current.wihv)susiue omE.3)itflw ha

(Nof. 1981):

uniform, motionless ocean. Eddies that satisfy (Pro/ h(0 r(O + oo (Ro - 1)12g'. (4)
Jo)2 4 Ro (where Ro, the Rossby number, is defined ro= (2'()R( - Ro)J"12/fo. (5)
later) will drift westward at a velocity C, given by

C-- 4(r)rd1jf h(r)rdr) (I) STATO WJiSER

DM U 06 0056 0650 0647 0642 D639
where to 1

4r)=f v(r)/,(r)dr (2)15

300-1
is the transport streamfunction. Here J' = 0 around0-,1
the perimeter of the eddy of radius ro, where the 4W-

thickness h(ro) -=0. 0

First, consider a nonlinear eddy whose swirl velocity I .

vo(r) increases linearly with distance r from the center Too-
(i.e., solid body rotation -a type I eddy): 9-e: *

Thus. Ro is here defined as i -

Ro - -v(ro)/foro. 01 2 m

of .(r loate at Fici 4. Vertical temperature section (*C) for stations D86>-where voro) is the maximum value o (rlcaeat D840, February -March 19, showing the Cook Strait edd'. I and
current equation 3). Data from Heath (1975).
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Substituting h(r) and ro from Eqs. (4) and (5) into (I) for a type I eddy, and
and (2), we get U = fo R 2[0.285 + 0.918(Rd/ro) 2] sina/3K (12)

C ! - Rd2/(1 - Ro), 0 < Ro < 0.5 (6) for a type 11 eddy. The a is the inclination of the
coastline (measured clockwise with respect to the

where the internal Rossby radius Rd = [g'h(0)]/12/f. east-west direction) and K - 2 X 10-6 s- ' is a
For a "type If" eddy with a perhaps more realistic linearized bottom friction coefficient associated with
parabolic velocity distribution the swirl velocity vr(r) the barotropic coastal current.
is given by:

v(r) = 2 Rofor(r/ro - 1), 0 < Ro < 0.25. (7) 4. Comparison with observations

Based on characteristics for the observed Cook
Here Ro is defined by Strait eddies depicted in Figs. I and 4, we set

Ro = 2vw~ro/2)/foro. j = -97 X 10 -' s -a

Then, as before,

h(r) = h(0) + Rof 2r2(2 Ro - )/g' = 1.69 X 10 ' m s- 1
0a 145 (2ig I)-I~

+ 2 Rofo2r3 I - 4 Ro 2
2r4  a 1450 (Fig. )

3g'ro gro (8) K = 2 X 10 s' (Veronis, 1981).
r 3g'r 0) 112(9 g'= 1.17× 10- 2 M S- 2 (Fig. 4)

(o Lso- -Ro)j fo, (9) h(0) = 400 m (Fig. 4)

-(0.285 + 0.306 Ro)1Rd , ro = 95 km (Fig. I).

0 < Ro < 0.25. (10) For a type I eddy, from Eqs. (4), (3), (6) and (II), we

Other velocity and depth profiles can be derived get: Ro - 0.12
as. for example, in eddies of constant potential vor-
ticity (e.g., Csanady, 1979; FlierI 1979) with similar v(ro) = -1.3 m s- 1
results. Killworth (1983) further developed Nors
(1981) theory and discovered that only westward C=-0.30cm s-*,
propagation for realistic eddies can occur with the and
drift rate less than 26 that of the long Rossby wave U = 9 cm
speed -#Rd 2. and that the (unperturbed) eddy is and for a type I eddy, from Eqs. (8). (7), (10) and
stable on af-plane to small disturbances. Hence, this (12):
potentially contributes to a long eddy life.

It should be pointed out at this juncture, that in Ro = 0.21
the quasi-geostrophic numerical models of Mc- v(r 0/2) = -0.97 m s- '
Williams and FlierI (1979) and Meid and Lindemann
(1979). there is a predicted meridional (equatorward) (i.e., the maximum tangential velocity)
component of the drift in addition to the mainly C = -0.30 cm s - 1,

westward migration. This equatorward drift, absent and
in the isolated Nof eddies, is a function of both eddy U 2.6cm s - .
intensity Q - V1012 (where V is the scale of swirl U

velocity, and I the pressure e-folding radius) and 'y
Il/Rd. The maximum limit to the westward drift is 5. Discussion

the Rosby long wave speed -- R/, and the equator- The above analysis suggests that a poleward coastal
Killworth also showed that the minimum radius current in the range of 2-10 cm s- ' is sufficient tofor isolated eddies is 2haRt (the radii of the Cook arrest and trap eddies with the characteristics of those

Strait eddies discussed in this paper range from observed east of Cook Strait. This is well within theS2trR (Fig. I) to n t.(2,R) e Fig. 4]. range of currents reported for the East Cape Current
Nof (1984) hypothesized that the eddy translates (B. G. Sanderson, personal communication, 1984:w o(1984)hypothesit encountha thetransldats further direct current measurements within the East

westward until it encounters a western boundary; Auckland Current are presently being gathered; A. C.
then it drifts along the coast with an equatorward Auckland er onal commn i atn, 1 .component. He showed the critical arresting velocity Kibblewhite, personal communication. 1984).
c of the opposing coastal current to be The predicted westward drift rate is quite small(approximately -0.3 cm s-'). This suggests that if the

U - foR[ I + 2(R,/ro) ] sina/3K (II) eddies are to become trapped against the coast, then

* ....- ,. %._
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the shedding must occur near to, or in, the coastal mesoscale anticyclonic eddy adjacent to the eastern
stagnation region just south of the point of separation mouth of the strait, while the winter and spring
of the East Cape Current from the North Island coast outflow from the strait tends to flow equatorward as
(-41 S). Otherwise they would likely be swept away a narrow coastal current along the eastern shore of
by the zonal circulation in the subtropical conver- Honshu. Although surface currents of warm Tasman
gence. Sea water have been mapped intruding into Cook

For comparison, we can compare our results to Strait from the west during gale conditions (Bowman
those of McWilliams and Flierl (1979). Our eddies et al.. 1983a,b), it is thought that intense tidal mixing
correspond to Q - 10 and 9y2 - 12. This is in the within the narrows of Cook Strait limits their pene-
large asymptotic range of -y; their numerical calcula- tration and precludes any significant contribution of
tions predict a zonal propagation rate of (- 1/,y 2X#/f2) Tasman Sea water to the eddy.
= -#R2 - -0.8 cm s-' and a meridional rate of Vastano and Bernstein (I 984a,b) have also reportedI"y2(#l 2) = 6Rd2/4 - 0.2 cm s- 1. Thus the eddies on the development and dissipation of frequently
propagate three times faster than Nof's isolated eddies, observed anticyclonic eddies formed from the inter-
and in a direction 140 north of west. This would action of Oyashio intrusions and the Kuroshio exten-
require a coastal current in the range of 6-30 cm s' sion east of Tsugaru Strait. They suggested a 20 day
for trapping, still not unreasonable. cycle for the degeneration of the Oyashio/Kuroshio

One aspect of the problem not addressed in the front associated with the production of eddies and
theory of relatively thin eddies is the possible influence horizontal movement of existing eddies. In contrast.
of the Chatham Rise, a zonally oriented ridge abruptly Heath (1975) suggested a 50-70 day periodicity in
rising to about 500 m at about 42°30'S. While the the East Cape Current eddy shedding sequence, linked
ridge may not directly affect the eddies, it certainly across the Tasman Sea to an associated periodicity
has an important influence on the location of the in the East Australian Current (Hamon and Kerr.
subtropical convergence which controls the southern 1968; Hamon el al.. 1975. Bennett, 1983).
extent of the East Cape Current. Clarification of exactly how the Cook Strait eddies

The analysis presented in this note is unable to are created, migrate and dissipate, must await further
distinguish whether McWilliams and Flierl's (1979) studies. Future investigations might also focus on
or Nofs (1981) theories better describe the observa- whether the eddies are reabsorbed back into the East
tions, since they both predict a similar westward drift Cape Current in much the same way as warm core
for the appropiate eddy parameter ranges. One has rings migrating down the eastern slope waters of the
to doubt on the basis of Fig. 4 whether these eddies Middle Atlantic Bight are reabsorbed back into the
are in fact "isolated" and "thin." It might be more Gulf Stream near Cape Hatteras.
appropriate to consider the eddies as being trapped Acknowledgments. This work was supported by
by a balance between the U-induced force and the ONR Grant N0014-84-C-0 178, NSF Grant OCE
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